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BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE. MAY 17. 1961

Men Consider Mayoralty
At Assembly, Wednesday

By Subscription

Thumm To Replace
Smith As Dept. Head

A meeting of the men's assembly was held on Wednesday.
May 10, at 7 p. m. in the Filene Room of Pettigrew Hall.
Robin Scofield, President of the Student Council, opened the
Dr. Garold W. Thumm, of Philadelphia, Penn., has been appointed professor of governmeeting with the comment that there seemed to be a revived
interest in Mayoralty this year. He stated that the council ment and Chairman of the Social Science Division at Bates College effective next fall,
".ad wanted to get as much information as they could before Dr. Charles F. Phillips has announced. Dr. Thumm succeeds Dr. Edward C. Smith, who
retires at the end of the current year.
the last class that had seen Mayoralty had graduated.
A native of West Virginia, Dr. at the University of Pennsyl- Pennsylvania in 1953 to teach in
The Chairman of the Mayoraly Committee, Grant Lewis, was to win." At its height such shows Thumm graduated magna cum vania, receiving his master's de- the field of government. He
"Oklahoma," laude in history from Morris
ntroduced. He pointed out that as "Brigadoon,"
gree in political science in 1947 comes to Bates from this posi"Finian's
Rainbow,"
and "Carou- Harvey
.College,
Charleston, and his doctorate in the same tion having taught International
he main purpose of the meeting
sel" were put on. Castelpoggi West Virginia, in 1940. Following
vas to get a working nucleus toPolitics, Comparative Governfield.
then gave the students a view of military service during World
cether. He then introduced Fred; ment, American Foreign Policy,
Held
Peniield
Scholarship
what Mayoralty in its last days War II, he did graduate study
erick Jack, Assistant to the Dean
Law,
American
After teaching at the Univer- ]
was actually like. As soon as the
[if Admissions, and Raymond
Government, Political Theory,
sity
of
Pennsylvania
from
1947old campaign was over the one
Castelpoggi, Assistant Alumni
49. he was awarded a Penfield and Introduction to Politics.
for the coming year was begun.
ecrelary. Jack summarized what
A member of the American
Scholarship. 1949-50, for travel
Most of the organization, planMayoralty could be if the camand study through the United Political Science Association, the
and paper work was done
is decided to try it again. "The
Kingdom. France, West Ger- j Amei lean Academy of Political
before
Christmas. Rehears in.
nly way we can have it is to
many,
Belgium, and the Nether-land Social Science, Pi Gamma
started right after Christmas vahave it in a restricted sense,"
lands. From 1951-53 he served Mu. and Pi Sigma Alphr.. he is
cation. The campaign lasted
aid Jack. According to his views,
as a Military Intelligence Officer the author of several articles on
from Wednesday night to SaturMayoralty need start only a few
during the Korean conflict, re- I government and international reday morning when the girls votveeks before the actual opening
turning to the University of, lations.
ed. There were two two-hour
tght. He suggested that the peoshows, two one-hour shows, and
>le who aren't involved in atha number of other variety shows,
ctics or other extracurricular
parades, and other forms of enctivities should be the ones to
tertainment. Winning became so
oe interested in working on this.
important that men went to exCaslelpoggi Gives Views
tremes to capture the winning
A $20,000 grant from the United States Steel Foundation,
Castelpoggi then was given the votes.
loor. He showed how Mayoralty
Inc.,
has been received by Bates College, Dr. Charles F.
After Castelpoggi, Lewis read
ad mushroomed from a small a letter from Robert Viles in Willard Uphaus speaks on his Phillips has announced. Bates is one of the thirty-nine colaffair to a program which includ- which he expressed his feeling First Amendment stand in leges and universities to be awarded one of these grants,
ed two Broadway musicals. "The that something like Mayoralty is last Thursday's CA meeting.
which ranged in amount from $10,000 to $20,000.
original idea," said Castelpoggi, needed to release creative energy
; The aid to Bates represents
"was just to have fun but in later and tensions on campus. He felt
part of a $2,775,000 United
ears the main thing came to be
(Continued on page two)
States Steel Foundation program
of aid to education. Bates has
already shared this year in two
other phases of the program: as
latter is a feedback system and a member college of the New
By JUDITH RUBIN '62
England Colleges Fund, to which
The Student Council met last
The Stu-C wishes to express
On Monday evening, May 8, was likened to a thermostat.
the Foundation has made grants
Wednesday at a supper meeting their thanks along with Dr. Lux the National Science Foundation
Slides were shown to illustrate
for several years; and as a re|at 5:00 p. m. in order to con- to the student body for its coin co-operation with the Ameri- how much activity takes place. cipient of a grant financed by
ude before the Men's Assembly. operation while the pictures were
Psychological Association Then the thermostat model was the United States Steel FoundaSeveral committees gave reports being taken for ID cards last can
extended to living systems. To j tion of College and Research Liwhich included a report from the Wednesday. The council ad- made it possible for Dr. J. M.
Intramurals Committee which journed at 6:50 for the Men's As- Notterman to visit and speak at illustrate his point further Dr. branes.
cited
the
servo- Money Goes To Science Building
states that there will be co-ed sembly which is reported else- Bates. Dr. Notterman is present- Notterman
ports on weekends. These will where in this issue.
In acknowledging the gift,
ly employed as Associate Pro- mechanism or construct in relanclude tennis at both the men's
President
Phillips commented:
fessor of Psychology at Prince- tion to unlearned responses. This "The United States Steel Founcourts and Rand. Softball will
ton University. He received his construct is similar to that used dation program is outstanding in
also be played at this time. The
master's and doctor's degrees in in other sciences and has good the amount of money involved,
Freshmen Rules Committee also
ubmitted changes to freshmen
psychology from Columbia Uni- implications for research as a the variety of educational instirules which will be taken beversity and now serves as con- new way of looking at natural tutions and endeavors aided, and
the lack of restrictions on the
ore the Discipline Committee.
sultant at that University's Elec- phenomenon.
participating institutions. The
The Chapel Committee reported
trical Research Laboratory. He
Among the problems that may
hat work is being done on imhas been a research fellow at the arise with the use of such a con- Foundation's goal of encouraging
Dean Barbara Varney and all National Institute of Mental
proving Chapel Assemblies and
higher standards of excellence
stuct are that it may lead to
hat they will be having another of the proctors for next year Health in Bathesda, Maryland pseudo-explanations, the empha- and creativity in education is in
were present at the Stu-G meet- and is a member of the Faculty
meeting with Dean Zerby.
keeping with Bates tradition.
sis is placed on the concept of
The decision to join the Na- ing held Wednesday, May 10.
Research Committee of the Wil- inherent regulations in the self- Consequently, we are delighted
lonal Student Association was
The students were com- liam Alanson White Institute of regulating systems, and it doesn't to share in this program."
repealed and the matter tabled mended for making the taking Psychiatry in New York.
The grant will be used toward
take into consideration the other
intil next fall after more in- of the identification pictures last
Dr. Notterman's main interests intervening regulations which the costs of construction and
formation has been received Wednesday a success. It was re- lie in the fields of operational
will complicate the servo-model. equipment of the science buildconcerning their activities, or- ported that there was 100 % par- research and experimental psyDr. Notterman discussed percep- ing for which ground has recentganization, and policies. It was ticipation.
chology. His lecture began with tions and the dynamics of res- ly been broken.
also decided not to send a deleThe Stu-G board has chosen the basic assumption that the ponse to extraceptive stimuli. In
gate to the NSA congress this the following women to conduct living organism is capable of adan experiment he had performed
summer.
freshmen activities in their dorm- justing to both its internal and with rats he demonstrated
Buys Gowns
itories next year: Whittier, Mar- external
environments.
The that feedback from the environAll those who wish lo see
Before adjourning, the council tha Lindholm '64; Cheney, Elinor structure and function of feed- ment will sustain a response durthe filming (June 3) of Bales'
authorized the purchase of sev- Brainerd '64; Frye, Margaret back systems enable this to take ing the extinction of the original
appearance on College Bowl
eral new caps and gowns of odd Ziegler '64; Mitchell, Jane Mc- place. The two main structures stimulus. In conclusion. Dr. Notcan obtain tickets by writing
sizes and discussed the Stu-C's Grath '64; Chase, Nancy Nichols are the open loop system and terman noted that extensions of
to G.E. College Bowl, CBS.
banquet for both old and new '64; Hacker, Linda Jarrett '64; the closed loop system. In the such theory can be adequately
485 Madison Avenue, New
councils at Poland Spring.
and Wilson, Lee Drury '64.
former there is no feedback; the applied to behavioral analysis.
York City.

Bates Gets $20,000 Grant
For New Science Building

Stu-C Hears Committee Reports,
Repeals Decision To Join N. S. A.

Notterman Gives Lecture
On Experimental Psych

Stu-G Releases
Soph Reps For
Frosh Activities

College Bowl

riff
TWO
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Year Draws To Close
One more freshman class has matured into "sophisticated" sophomores, the sophs are almost blase juniors, the juniors will soon be seniors,, and the ancient seniors are hobbling
away from their small, friendly environment into the large, unfriendly, "outside world."
The past year has seen some
changes on campus. Hawthorn remodeling completed, the ground
has been broken for the addition
to Carnegie, and building is in
progress for the three-college educational television station. Next
fall will bring not only new students, but also different faculty
faces, replacements for those professors who will leave on sabbatical or assume positions elsewhere.
Weather Remains Constant
But whatever changes have occurred, the weather remained
constant — Maine rain in the fall,
followed by blizzards, then ankledeep slush and more cain, until
spring arrived a month late, creating a beautiful campus which
students have barely two weeks
to enjoy before finals.
Those who struggled through
the mud and snow on the nights
of the Concert and Lecture programs heard Professor A. L.
Rowse speak on Elizabeth the
First, watched "Break the News"
with Senator Poul Douglas, saw
sculptor
Alliston
Macomber
model a portrait bust in the
chapel, and enjoyed a film lecture
by Rear Admiral Donald B. MacMillan. The Lewiston-Auburn
Community Concert Association
presented the New Danish Quartet .pianist Louis Kentner, the
Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra, and a rather startling performance of "Carmen in English."

Guidance
Mrs. Jon Nathanson of 4 Westward Lane, Saco, Maine, has sent
a letter requesting a capable girl
or woman to live with her family to take care of her two sons
•and some household responsibilities. Counter help of both female and male is requested at
their food concessions at Old Orchard Beach.
Simmons College has a need
for secretaries and office assistants. The secretarial positions
require good technical skills and
the ability to take responsibility,
requiring good typing practice.
Fringe benefits include liberal vacation and sick-leave schedules.
Anyone interested should write
directly to Mrs. Priscilla L. McKee, Assistant to the Director,
Office of the Director of Placement, Simmons College, Boston
15, Massachusetts.
Standard and Poor is interested
in 1961 graduates to participate in
its training program. The trainees
should have a good liberal arts
background and an interest in investments. The six months training program provides such men
with the equivalent of a graduate
degree in investment analysis. A
brochure is available in the Placement Office.

Cites WRJR
Various campus roganizations
kept busy, as usual. WRJR introduced "Granny," then learned
in a survey that much of the
campus couldn't hear her. Artistic students sponsored weekly art
lessons and an exhibit of Italian
prints. The Rob Players christened the New Little Theater with
a sell-out performance of "Tartuffe," followed inthe spring by
Shakespeare's popular fantasy,
"Midsummer Night's Dream."
The theater was also the scene
of several Saturday night movies,
many in foreign languages, and
a film version of "Romeo and
Juliet." Dr. Raver's choral groups
spread the Christmas spirit with
their annual program, and presented an excellent "Pops" concert. Energtic students crowded
aboard early-morning buses for
OC mountain climbs and ski
trips.
Like other organizations the
STUDENT changed hands, as F.
Charming Wagg, 3rd, '61, relin-

quished his duties to new editor
Dick K. Parker '61. Those whe
read the paper watched the CA
bulletin become famous, and
noted the formation of an AntiPacifist League, complete with
banners and military music.
Lists Pranks
Spring finally arrived, bringing
an
assortment
of
campus
"pranks." Panda II was crowned
with appropriate blue-slip solemnity, one unknown student decided he was tired ot walking to
chapel, and then there was the
night the lights went out!
Now that Spring Weekend has
brought the year to a close, sunburned students will begin studying for finals and packing to go
home. While picking up torn
sneakers, old football programs,
battered trenchcoats, and bermuda shorts, they look forward
to a summer of work or rest and
sunny weather followed, they
hope, by a year at Bates which
will include Thanksgiving vacation and Mayoralty.

Reporter Surveys Town's
Opinion Of Bates Students
By LINDA BROWNING '64
For a change of pace, the STUDENT staff sent me out on
location for this assignment. In the guise of a Lewiston High
School student, I presented store owners, sales clerks, and
bank tellers with my sad plight. I had just recently moved
to Lewiston from Massachusetts, and I was being hazed for
a sorority. Because I was as yet unfamiliar with the Bates
students, the kids at the high school thought it would be
good if I went out and took a survey, asking people for offthe-cuff answers to the question, "What do you think of
Bates College students?"
Ward's.
New the question was certainly
They're wonderful, and thats
a loaded one, and if the towns- all we can say." — Saleswoman in
people believed my story as I Murphy's.
think they did, this was certainly
"They all seem to be very nice;
the time to give their honest
opinions. Anyway, here is what all the girls have those checking
accounts rather than charge acthey all had to say:
counts, but still they are very
"We thin kthey ae a very nice nice" — Clerk in Peck's.
bunch of kids." — Greyhound
The owner of Sam's Pizza place
Bus Lines.
stateled by asking me why I was
"We think the world of them. out of school so early, and then
Many of them do business here, he told me to give his regards to
and we have yet to find one the principal of Lewiston High.
who isn't pleasant and polite."— He then asked me if I was planTeller in the First Manufacturers ning to attend Bates. He told me
Bank.
very sincerely that he knew many
of
the professors and had come
"They have always been pleasant. Many of them come in here in contact with a number of the
and do business, and their beha- students, and he thought very
vior has always been enviable. highly of all. "They're a real nice
You can give them an A-l rating bunch of kids. Every so often a
from me!" — Salesman in De- bad apple turns up, but they
straighten him out right away."
Orsey's Record Shop.
"No complaints. The students
"We find them very nice. They
are quiet and get around, yet still
come in her and are always very
they mind their own business." —
polite, in fact, they are some of
Attendant in Gas Station across
the nicest girls we ever wait on."
from Luigi's.
— Clerk in blouse department of

Sid Bernstein and John Drew present . . .
MUSIC AT NEWPORT
June 30. July 1-2-3
Some of tht Artists who will appear during the 4-day Holiday
weekend: Louis Armstrong; Maynard Ferguson; Lambert, Hendricks & Ross; Dave Brubeck; Carmen McRae; Ramsey Lewis;
Stan Gets; Lionel Hampton; Cal Tjader; Oscar Peterson; Art
Blakey; Chico Hamilton; Gerry Mulligan; Dinah Washington;
Count Basie; Joe Williams; Cannonball Adderley; and others.
Tickets can be purchased now from Music At Newport, 201 West
46th Street, New York, N. Y. (Circle 5-6272). Ticket prices are:
$3.30 - $4.40 - $5.50 (tax incl.)

Notes From The Nest - Chick
I suppose that after having spent a half-decade on th
campus of an institution on the odiferous banks of thel
Androscoggin I should be more than willing to take mj
leave. A last dish of crispy chips served to the belch-quench
ing melody of the Grand Canyon Suite should also provid-J
additional stimulus. But, before waving "adieu" and "good
bye" to our "hi!" smiling co-eds there are certain thing:
which I have left unfinished, or unsaid, and I hope thesij
will be well received. No doubt they will not.
While at Bates I have often" ling on the three blank pages in
been insulted. Friday I was in- the back of the issue which woulc
sulted again, but in a fashion to
have provided ample space for an
which I am unaccustomed for the
approved article which has mys
insult was subtle and I failed to teriously disappeared and is cor.
perceive it in time. Perhaps a spicuous in its absence.
Frenchman would see this as a
Thus, it is with indignatior
bit of "staircase wit," but I am
deeply concerned as to its lasting that I received my latest insult
effects and refuse to let it pass No doubt there will be severa
without protest. This is not mere- follwing in its suite but perhap:
ly for the personal justification they will be less severe and hav<
involved, which alone would be no traumatic after effects. As foil
future writer
empty of meaning, but concerns the "Garnet,'
a point vital to the future of a would do well to submit theiij
college publication, the "Garnet," •mateial to "Dean's Doodles
our own Bates literary magazine. where the autocratic editoria
policy is openly recognized . . .
Approves Garnet
(Ed. note: Chick Holt has
In view of the available litecome out of retirement to
rary talent the Spring issue of the
write his last column for the
"Garnet" was quite acceptable. In
STUDENT.)
fact, in comparison with previous
issues it rates as an excellent expression of current artistic tastes.
Without having had to resort to Men's Assembly
i formula fiction of the "Saturday
I Evening Post" variety nor to an
(Continued from page one)
i excess of simple, easily inter- that the current Spring Weeken
preted, non-pornographic poetry does not fulfill this need. Lewi
it contains several good examples pointed out that the faculty wil
of creative writing.
never give approval for the old]
The poetry of Professor Tag- Mayoralty campaign but that th
liabue is in delightfully good students still have the plar
taste and Mr. Steele has my ut- that they approved last yea
most sympathy in its expressed This was for a one day Mayoralty
desire to return to the womb. No with two one and one-half hou
doubt that had these works been shows of original character.
submitted to the editorial board
At this point the meeting was
of the "Garnet" they would have opened to questions. The motior
received my endorsement. Unfor- was passed that the question
tunately, they were not and I whether or not to have Mayora'.
now must forego the pleasure of ty should be taken up at meet
stating that "now, there's my ings in the individual dorms.
kind of poetry ..." to sulk silently in a dark corner of the
Den with the reminder of the ediNOW
torial board sharing my predicaPLAYING
ment. It seems our sole consolation would lie in harmless doodMetro Goldwyn Mayer

EMPIRE
A tuUfo« Producliwi

Ritz Theatre
STARTS THURSDAY
FOR ONE WEEK

"PORTRAIT OF
A SINNER"
Nadja Tiller
Bill Bendix
— and —

— Adults Only —
(Closed Wednesdays)

BHHI
Coming: "MEIN KAMPF"

+

+
HOBBY SHOPPE
LAUNDRY SERVICE
LAUNDRETTE — Do It Yourself
FINISHED LAUNDRY SERVICE

CHEMICALS

DRY CLEANING

BIOLOGICALS

ALL IN ONE STOP

Main St at Bates St.
Tel. 3-2011

HOODLUM
PRIEST'

"The Last Woman
On Earth"

Clark's Drug Store
DRUGS

SUN. - MON. - TUES.

+

+
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Faculty To Hold Open House In Gym
Friday, May 19
8:00 A.M.
Biology 212
Biology 412
Chemistry 100
Fine Arts 200
Government 214
History 316
Phys. Educ. 315M
Physics 372
Psychology 210
1<15 P.M.
Philosophy 200
3:30 P.M.
Speech 100
Speech 400
Saturday. May 20
8:00 A. M,
Biology 214
Biology 312
Economics 331
History 321
Music 202
Psychology 415
Religion 402
Russian 102
Secretarial 113 — Libbey
1:00 section)
Spanish 112
1:15 P.M.
Economics 100

Economics 202
Education 450
Secretarial 113 — Libbey
(4:00 section)
Monday, May 22
8:00 A. M.
Cult. Herit. 402
Sociology 100
1:15 P.M.
Chemistry 318
English 119
French 208
Government 304
History 226
Mathematics 104
Philosophy 326
Physics 314
Tuesday, May 23
8:00 A. M.
Chemistry 422
Economics 302
English 232
Geology 312
History 228
Philosophy 262
Physics 100
Physics 356
Spanish 402
1:15 P.M.
Economics 305
English 342
Geology 101

History 237
History 262
Mathematics 202
Mathematics 302
Physics 332
Sociology 318
Wednesday, May 24
8:00 A. M.
French 104
German 202
Spanish 104
1:15 P.M.
English 222
Secretarial 217 — Libbey
Spanish 222
Speech 242
Thursday, May 25
8:00 A. M.
Government 100
Psychology 201
1:15 P.M.
Chemistry 316
Economics 340
Education 331
Education 343
History 264 '
Music 311
Philosophy 351
Physics 272
Secretarial 216 —Libbey
Speech 222

Friday, May 26
8:00 A. M.
Biology 222
KiiKlish 302
French 250
Government 220
Physics 462
Psychology 333
1:15 P.M.
Chemistry 106
French 242'—Hathorn
Saturday. May 27
8:00 A. M.
Cultural Heritage 302
10:15 A.M.
Health 102W
1:18 P.M.
Biology 260
Biology 420
Chemistry 405
English 242
French 132
Geology 250
Government 328
Mathematics 306
Sociology 202
Speech 212
Monday. May 29
8:00 A. M.
Biology 111
French 342 —Hal born
Religion 100

Tareyton delivers the flavor.
:

THE TAREYTON RING MARKS THE REAL THING!

DUAL
FILTER
DOES
IT!

1:15 P.M.
Astronomy 100
Chemistry 216
Chemistry 302
Economics 261
German 422
Government 450
History 238
Mathematics 103
Mathematics 412
Religion 212
Sociology 216
Tuesday, May 30
8:00 A. M.
French 102
German 102
Spanish 102
1:15 P.M.
Economics 402
English 402
History 116
Sociology 420

Letters To The Editor
(Continued from page four)
ing its own destruction to win a
country with a badly damaged
economy. As long as we remain
prepared but cool-headed, World
War III will never be started accidentally or intentionally.
Cites Solutions
What then can be done to eventually bring a peaceful world
and increase personal freedom?
The following is a list of possible
remedies:
1. More individual contact
and understanding between people.
2. Openminded searching for
truth by all, especially those in
positions of authority.
3. Attempts to care for the
world's masses, with eventual
emphasis on widespread education.
4. More competition between
wealthy nations to help poor
ones adequately care for their
pcopie.
5. A recognition that we are
destined to become one world
politically and economically, and
a search for the fairest, most efficient means of accomplishing
this.
6. An ideal goal recognized by
being ible to give every individual the opportunit> to develop to his fullest capacity.
These are a few attitudes and
ideas that must take root as we
work toward building a better
world. They are practical ideals
we can work toward now; they
hold the key to man's future.
We realize that there is much
left to work for in the United
States, but our country and its
ideals are the closest to our goals
that the world has ever seen.
Let us build a better world
starting from the best that now
exists.
David Harrison '64

Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
The difference js this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.
Tareyton delivera-and you enjoy-the beat taste of the beat tobaccoa.

DUAL FILTER

Tareyton

ruro. white
outer filter
ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL

inner filter

(AMtfv it out tniJdlt riant %/* r Co.

SAM'S ESSO
SERVICENTER
•••
Used SNOWTREADS $6.95
ROAD SERVICE
•••
S & H Green Stamp*
• ••
RUSSELL It MAIN
Tel 3-0311
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Letters To The Editor

Editorials
I

Time For Discussion

We cannot help but regard the past year with some regret
when we notice several signs of creative discussion on
campus which are beginning to gather general interest and
importance only when the academic year at Bates is coming
to an end. It might be profitable to pause a moment (before
the exodus) and ask ourselves how seriously we attempted
to discover more about these areas of knowledge which may
not be taught as courses, but which are important to understanding contemporary ideas, whether they be in literature,
politics, music, or science. For most of us, an honest answer
to this question is embarrassing. We have complained that
college survey courses often stop with the early part of this
century, but we fail to take the responsibility upon ourselves
(and in college education, that is where the responsibility
should be) to investigate contemporary ideas which are too
significant to ignore, or to be regarded either with curious
amusement or ignorant disgust.
Away From The Classroom
One of the most vital parts of campus life can be the area
of serious inquiry away from the classroom. To say that this
inquiry is made away from the classroom does not say that
it is to be made without guidance. In addition to those campus organizations with formal structures, there are an increasing number of informal gatherings which provide opportunities for exploring the contemporary with talented
and trained persons. Bates professors have been most generous in offering their time and even opening their homes to
the students, interested in pursuing knowledge further.
Some students always feel that they cannot afford to take
the time away from their studies or other activities to attend
a discussion group. At times this may be a valid excuse,
but some groups, notably the C.A. public affairs supper meetings, hold short supper discussions which do not consume
much of the student's "precious time." If time has come
to be so important in our lives, why not use it intelligently?

Hates

Student
EDITORIAL STAFF

Richard K. Parker '62
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Judith Trask '63
John Kennett '62
Edwin Zimny '63
Alan Marden '63
James Swartchild '62
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To All Blood-Donors:
You have made Lowell's "Vision of Sir Launfal" very real by
literally giving of yourself to
"feed" your hungering neighbor
when the old bone marrow has
refused to function aright.
Many thanks for every healthy
and healthful drop of your generous blood.
Edwin M. Wright
To the Editor:
The valuable constructive criticism which the so-called "nonviolence" group has received
during the past week has led us
to reconsider our objectives and
to formulate a general statement
of the goals which unite us as a
group. As a first step we have
created a name which indicates
our purpose and which will alleviate the confusion as to who
we are and what we stand for.
The name is a "Campus Organization for Peace Education," the
first letters of which spell COPE,
a handy "label" suggesting that
we hope to learn to cope with
the world problems which face
all of us.
We should like to elaborate on
our aims in the light of this title.
Our primary concern is peace, a
concern which we realize is
common to all thoughtful persons. We hope that this broad
area of concern will encourage
a greater number of students and
faculty members to join us in our
efforts to find constructive means
of lessening world tensions. The
present members of COPE share
a general feeling that war and
war preparations such as the
arms race are not ultimately effective means for the achievement
of world peace. Deterrents may
"buy time" in the years to come,
but we must use this time to
learn and teach new approaches
to the problems which in the past
we have tried to resolve through
war.
Faculty Members Contribute
Therefore, our primary objective now is education. We face
a complex issue, and we intend
to approach it from several
angles: political, ideological, economic, social, and moral.
Through individual study and reports, group discussion — often
with members of our own faculty contributing from their specialized areas, compilation of
reading lists, and presentation of
lecturers to the whole campus,
we will continue our attempts to
raise the level of intelligent
awareness and understanding of
the problems of war and peace.
Our policy of education is
based on a belief in democracy
as the best means yet devised of
working with human beings in
large groups such as the nationstate. As everyone knows, democracy depends upon an educated
and concerned citizenry. We are
trying to do our small part in
enabling the American democracy to function creatively.
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individual members to feel free
to express publicly their convictions, as certain members did in
the recent demonstration on the
day of the national Civil Defense
alert.
Whatever your personal beliefs,
opinions, and judgments may be,
if you are concerned about the
problem of war and world tension, we invite you to join us in
the weekly meetings of COiJE
next year.
Happy Davis '63 and
Bob Williams '64
Representatives of
COPE
To the Editor:
A few of us have just come
from a meeting of the Men's Assembly that could possibly mean
the revival of Mayoralty. Now
this would not be the Mayoralty
so grandiosely presented to us
by the Seniors. This is to be a
new Thing from the start. Our
problem is to get it started.
I said that a few of us just
left that meeting, there was just
that, a few, too few perhaps, too
few in matter of fact to constitute a quorum of the Assembly.
But there must remain the hope
that there were enough there to
form the vital nucleus which will
get the ball rolling again. Why
do I say that the hope must remain? Because we all seem to
be acutely aware there is something lacking on the Batesy
springtime campus. Through the
first semester there seems to be
enough to do around here to
keep spirits a little above absolute zero anyway. There are
home football games and then
homecoming where we can let
off steam, and then not too far
off there is the dream of
Christmas vacation and plans and
dreams for that take up some of
our time, and then, from now on,
anyway, we will be able to gripe
all November long about not
having any Thanksgiving vacation and that looks like it may
be a growing sport if this fall was
any indication.
So I'm asking now before much
comment is made on the subject
if we can't really see the need
for Mayoralty. Eventually this is
going to come before the men as
a referendum as it did last year.
Last year that referendum lost
and I think that we all lost something with it. At the normal slow
walk that things get done around
here, if we want to fill
this void next year the time to
say so is now, so that the details
of some new Spring weekend
can be taken care of before next
Spring.
Sincerely,
Tim Thomas
To the Editor:
In the arguments for non-violence, a few basic fallacies have
appeared in the ideas of an aggressive group, misnamed "the
pacifists." I respect individuals
of this group; I disagree with
some of their ideas and methods
of presentation
The basic premise of non-vio-.
lence seems to be that the possibility of war should be eliminated so we can work on building
a better world. I believe virtually everyone here also holds that
basic belief. Our differences apj pear in the suggested methods of

accomplishing it.
Calls Non-Violence Impractical
As we examine non-violence,
its impractical aspect is most
prominent. Its advocates themselves admit that the vast majority of American people would
have to cooperate completely for
this plan to have a chance of
success. In our present society, it
is a misconception to hope that
half our people would cooperate
with the principles of non-violence. This makes a national
policy of non-violence impossible,
since our policies are controlled
by the interested majority of our
people. Also the social development of the world's people is not
at a point where any powerful
group could appreciate such a national policy. In a practical light
we see that a United States policy of non-violence or unilateral
disarmament is impossible to
achieve in our lifetimes. Now
this discussion becomes purely
academic, involving a principle
which could never be put into
effect.
Non-violence would call for
our side's disarming and depending on the Communist world's
honor for our continued existence. How much longer could we
choose our own college courses,
attempt to be individuals, live for
ideals of personal freedom, or
hold demonstrations against government policies? By internal or
external means, our government
would be seized, our schools
transformed into propaganda mills,
our labor unions and business
firms ruled by the party, and our
freedoms as individuals removed.
Would world opinion halt this?
If the United States fell, no
country could dare oppose the
Communist block, which would
justify itself by intensive propaganda. Wouldn't the Communist
"peacefully coexist"? Just as
peacefully as they did in China,
Laos, Eastern Europe, Tibet,
Hungary, and every other place
where they could subvert and
conquer. Find proof in people
who whave known the other
side's life. From every past experience and their own sworn
manifesto, we know that a disarmed
United
States today
would fall prey to Communist
power and be forced to become
a conforming totalitarian state.
Protection Is Essential
And now comes a crucial question: Isn't even that better than
dying in a nefarious World War
III? World War III isn't certain,
it isn't even likely. The possibility of it being touched off accidentally is almost nonexistent.
All our deadliest weapons are
carefully protected from accidental detonation by technical
controls, and only highly competent officers hold the final keys.
Thus bombers crash and there is
no explosion. This is essential to
protect our own bases and cities as well as those of other nations. Nothing may be set off
by "just pushing a button." Even
the simplest missiles have detailed countdowns and can be
blown up in flight by remote control. As weapon distribution increases, so do technological advances and surer safety precautions.
Recent crises have proven that
no power would start a war risk(Continued on page three)
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Leaheymen Top Clark By 7-2 Count
Drop Twin Bills To Maine, Colby,
"Huskies" Win Friday Game 4-0
By AL MARDEN
Abuse and criticism has been recently directed toward
Chick Leahey and the Garnet baseball squad for their showings in recent baseball wars. I, too, am among the guilty ones
by way of an unavoidable caption to last week's baseball
picture. The caption was sent down to the printers Sunday
with a blank space to be filled pending the results of Monday's double-header at Maine. As a result the Bobcats fell
to fourth place and the space had to be filled. The current
record (6-9) is no reflection on the Bobcats' capabilities as
they have lost several games (four, I think) by one run margins and have only been outclassed by our northern neighbors in Orono. Those grandstand critics should note the outcome of the recent clashes with Colby, who incidentally is
leading in State Series standings. The first game ended with
the tying run being tagged out at the plate; another one run
loss. The second game was indeed another loss, but Thorn
Freeman should not be credited for the loss, instead a Mr.
Cosgrove,-who somehow managed to secure an umpire's uniform, should be credited with the loss. While I have not
witnessed an extensive amount of baseball games, of those
that I have seen, Thursday's was the poorest officiated one
I have seen. It is rather bewildering to the fan to look up at
the score board and see a 3-3 score and then to look up and
see a 3-2 score. Something is rotten in the state of baseball
officialdom.
There seem to be two contrary opinions on the debated
play: 1) Mr. Cosgrove's, who was overheard saying that Paul
Holt was "three strides away from home" when the tag was
made, and 2) that of the rest of those who witnessed the ball
game who saw Paul watching the tag made from the backstop. It was remarked the other day that it almost seems like
fate is against the Bates nine, and this statement taken in
view of the above situation seems to have some truth to it.
Certainly no one has a right to take Coach Leahey to task
for the current record of his ball players. If one has to criticize, direct your attack at a little devil called Fate, not at
Coach Leahey or any of his ball players.
Andy Witt's cartoon pretty well summarizes this season's
sports activities. Generally it has not been a very bright
one as our State Series rivals seemed to prey on us as Andy
has shown. Amidst this overall dismal season there have
been many bright spots, all of which point up to a reversal
of this situation next year. To use a time-worn, stereotyped,
hackneyed phrase, this year was a "building year" for most
of the coaches. This season has given many of the athletes
a chance to mature and grow into a full-fledged Bobcat. With
a large number of men returning next things certainly look brighter. The whole tennis team returns; the golf
team loses one; the track team, four; and the baseball team,
five. In many cases there is a Bobcat waiting to jump into
one of these vacancies, so things definitely should be better
next year, and maybe we even might get a few breaks.
Congratulations should go to the married couples on campus. I say couples because often the wives contribute to the
outcome of an athletic contest as much as the participating
husbands. Three such married couples have been mainstays
of the Garnet nine this spring. Frank Vana, Foxy Bennett
and Captain Dick Gurney all deserve a pat on the back for
their accomplishments. It's very easy to get out of shape
with home-baked cooking and with the refrigerator within
arm's reach.
'
******
Bobcat Banter
As a result of a South 3-1 loss to J.B., and a Roger Bill win
over J.B., the "A" league softball crown is now shared by
these three teams. . . . Overall Intramural crown seems
headed to the Rebels. . . . Peggy Root must have set
some kind of record out at Sabattus Sunday as she stayed in
the water at least twenty minutes. . . . Next year's
spring sports captains will be announced at the Spring
Sports Banquet tonight. . . . Carl Peterson set a new
fti-back record with a 175 effort Monday night.

Coach Leahey's Garnet basebailers had a rather dismal last
week as they went down to five
defeats in six games. Plagued
by errors and umpires in the first
five tilts they finally righted
themselves with a 7-2 victory
over Clark University on Saturday afternoon.
On Monday the "Cats" traveled
to Orono for a twinbill with the
"Black Bears." In the first game
of the afternoon, another strong
pitching effort by "Hard-Luck"
Thorn Freeman was ruined by his
teammates" miscues. The "Bobcats" were leading 5-4 going into
the eighth when three successive
errors enabled the State U. boys
to come from behind for a 6-5
win.
In the second game, the "Bobcats" were held to four singles
by Maine chucker Pete Henderson and they went down by an
8-2 count. Jack Bennett and
Dave Kramer handled the pitching chores for Bates, with Bennett getting the loss, his second
against two wins.
Vana Shines
On Thursday afternoon, the
Leaheymen were host to the
Colby "Mules" for another twinbill affair. In the first game shoddy infield play and questionable
base running by the "Bobcats"
gave the "Mules" a 4-3 victory.
Frank Vana led the Bobcats at
the plate with three hits in four
appearances.
The second game saw the
"Cats" go down to 6-3 defeat
due mainly to a really bad
effort by Umpire Cosgrove.
In the third inning two Colby hits and three Bales errors gave the "Mules" a 3-1
lead and they were never
headed. In this game Freshman Paul Holt and Howie
Vandersea had two hits
apiece.

Ed Wilson fails to beat the throw in a recent baseball clash.
Friday afternoon saw the
"Bobcats" playing host to the
Northeastern "Huskies." Dave
Kramer drew the mound assignment for Bates and he pitched a
fine game, giving up only four
hits in nine innings. However,
the Bobcats made five errors and
Northeastern came out on top 4-0
with three of the runs being unearneo. Holt again led Bates at
the plate with two for three.

!
,
j
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On Saturday afternoon, the
Garnet nine utilized the powerhitting and speedy base-running
of Howie Vandersea, and a porous Clark defense to down the
"Scarlets" 7-2. Vandersea banged
out three hits in four attempts,
including a homer. Bates built up
a 5-0 lead before the Scarlets
broke into the scoring column.
Freshman chucker Ted Beal had
a no-hitter going until the sixth
when Fan Gaudette stroked a
single. Both Len Swezey and Bill
Davis had two hits for the
"Cats."
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Peckmen Complete .500
Season With Clark Win
.The Bates tennis team concluded its season Saturday, May
13 by defeating Clark, 7-2. Earlier in the week rain cancelled
the matches between Maine and
University of New Hampshire.
On Thursday the team played a
make-up match with Babson, defeating the institute 6-3. Friday
the netsters travelled to Bowdoin and were defeated,, 8-1. The
remaining tennis activities will
be the State Series Tournament
this week.
The Babson match saw Bates
take live out oi the six singles. The losing matches were
the third singles and first and
third doubles. Jim Corey
sprained an ankle and the
third doubles duo which he
was a part of had to forfeit
their match. This injury was
to hamper Corey the next
day at Bowdoin.
The Bobcats were soundly defeated by the experienced Bobcat netmen. The only victory was
the result of a third doubles
forfeit because one of the Bowdoin team members was traveling to Boston. The Bowdies did
not bother to bring up another
man to complete the eight-man
squad so that the doubles match
could be played; a nice gesture
on their part.
Saturday the Peckmen returned to the winning column. A
clean sweep of the doubles and
four of the six singles proved
to be the winning combination.
The victors, Wallach, Corey,
Glanz, and Scammell in singles
and Kean - Wallach, Glanz - Corey, and Hayden-Scammell turned
in decisive victories.
Although copping no titles or
trophies the team concluded with
a .500 average, a notable finish.
It would be somewhat of a generalization to say that this
year's team was a building effort. It must be remembered
that there is a lot of skill to be
gained from experience. A young
team all returning next year with
a summer's full of green grass
tennis should result in a powerful unit for Bates. It is reported
that freshman Jm Wallach will
(Continued on page six)
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Three Trackmen Place At Easterns
Boston Captures 880; Freshmen
Take Medley Relay; Ford Stars
Bates had three men place in the Eastern Saturday at Worcester, Mass., as Springfield
College once again won the meet, rolling up 108 points en route to a lopsided victory. The
two main bright spots of the day for Bates, were Larry Boston's victory in the 880, in 156.3
on a slow, soggy track and the victory of the freshman medley relay team composed of Bob
Peek, Don King, Pat Donovan and John Ford.
Peeks carter of 50, bettered ~^ ^^ jT CIJJ,,^^ pjQy;
the time of the varsity quarter
won by Springfield's Ted Dutkiewiciz in 51.4 seconds, but Ford's
come - from - behind 2:01 half
B-II" games. In a makeup
The weatherman relented last
proved to be the most important
game. West Parker blasted
week and the full slate of intraperformance.
the Roger Bill "B-H" club on
mural softball games was played.
Other Bates performers
the hitting of Holden. FranOn Monday, the Faculty edged
who placed were Paul Palcoeur
and Scullary, and the
Middle 9-7 in the "A" league. On
mer in the 120 yd. high hurmound work of Blum.
Tuesday, Roger Bill took an easy
dles and Jim Hall in the
In the "A" league. Smith South
forfeit win from South Middle in
high jump. Palmer ran third
the "B" league. In the first "A" is 3-1. In the "A" league South,
behind Aseltine of Springleague action of the week, J. B. Roger Bill and J. B. are tied
field and John McGrath of
crushed Smith Middle 20-5. This with 3-1 marks. John Bertram
Wercester Tech. McGrath
win put the anything but also ran leads the "B-I" league with 3-0,
lied for first in the high
J. B. squad right back into con- followed by West Parker, 2-0, and
jump with Emmoll Miller of
tention for "A" league honors. Smith Middle. 2-1. West Parker
Trinity. Jim Hall finished
Johnson's strong pitching, in- has wrapped up "B-II" honors
third.
cluding seven strikeouts, was with a 3-1 record.
Larry Boston ran his race this helped by Pravda's home run and
time, moving out slow and finish- BlesofT's four hits.
ing strong. McCombe of Spring- Faculty Wins
field managed to pick up a little
In "B-II" action on Wednesday,
with a strong finishing kick but
The Bates J. V."s had a none
J. B. edged past Smith Middle
was never really a threat after
7-6 behind Solomon's pitching too successful past week, losing a
Larry opened a wide gap midway
and Segersten's four RBI's. The doubleheader to the Pale Blue
in the race.
aged faculty Bobcats pounded Frosh of Maine, 4-0, 6-0. DollofT
Bowdoin and Colby looked
pitcher Mac-Donald and Smith bested Beal in the first game
surprisingly good in this
North 13-6, despite the hitting of spinning a three-hitter, and Fermeet. Bowdoin getting 37>4
land defeated Jones in the nightBostrom.
points and Colby finishing
cap, also allowing only three hits,
Rebels "A" Leaders
with 20. A full healthy Bates
East Parker blew an early lead Miscues Mark Day
squad might have finished
and succumbed to Smith Middle
Weak defense coupled with a
second.
in "A" league action on Friday,
lack of offense marked the day
20-14. Gleason gave up all the
for the Bobkittens. In the first
Middle runs before being relieved
game Beal only allowed six hits
by Bishop who finished up the
but two unearned runs were sufgame untouched. South quickly
ficient for the Black Bear vicjumped on London's pitching and
tory. First baseman Roberts and
took the decision over Roger Bill
second baseman Vitello drove in a
in the battle of the "A" league
pair of runs apiece for the home
leaders. Pavaglio proved true his
team. Gary Lea went two for
tales of his high school days by
four for Bates, and in the second
driving in the first two South
game went one for three to prove
runs. Ted Smith's homerun and
himself the hitting star of the
Al Marden's first outfield hit of
day.
the season aided pitcher Davis.
In the second game the combiRoger Bill's tainted runs came on
nation of nine hits and four
errors by Love and Smith. Later
Bates miscues produced six runs
the spirited Faculty forfeited to
for the Black Bears' second
the Rebel "A" leaders.
shut out. Arnold and Freemond
On Saturday, action slowed
got a pair of hits apiece to lead
Larry Boston
down as East Parker forfeitthe Maine attack. Dick Jones
ed to West in both "B-I" and
Larry Boston was voted Bobpitched the first seven innings
cat of the Week on the basis of
yielding to R. Charles Huggard
his fine showing at the Easterns.
in the eighth who came in and
Larry came through in grand
COLLEGE
PHARMACY,
INC. tamed the Maine Yearlings' bats,
style as he won the 880 handily
allowing on hits and no runs. The
with a time of 156.3. This time is
game was called at the end of
fast when one considers the sogthe eighth because of darkness.
gy condition of the track.
PROMPTLY FILLED!
The Bates J. V.'s stand cur-

J.B., West Lead In "B" League

Bobkittens Drop Two
To Maine Yearlings

Bobcat Of The Week
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Laurie and Sue

Cheers Of Seniors Harris,
Sunderland To Be Missed
, recalled some memorable exBy PAULA DOWNEY
Next year Sue Harris's big i periences like cheering in the
dimpled smile and Bates "Hi-e" snow at Colby and in the mud at
and Laurie Sunderland's "Oly Bowdoin, and then they recalled
1
doots!" and Swedish good looks the fine school spirit exempliwill no longer be a part of the fied by Bates at the Springfield
cheering squad. Sue and : and Williams basketball games
Laurie have been cheerleaders this past winter.
for the past three years, and this We'll Miss Them
Laurie, a chemistry major, in
year they co-captained the Bates
nine-man cheering squad. Both addition to her active participagirls come from Wethersfield, , tion in cheering has been an acConnecticut, and have been the tive OC member, being secretary
best of friends through all of of OC this year. Her beauty won
her the title of Carnival queen
their school years
this past winter. Sue was a dean's
Work With Audience
Under the direction of the list student, a past member of
two girls, the cheering squad the Hickories, and a member of
this year has worked toward au- the Mirror editorial staff. Sue's
dience enthusiasm and participa- major is psychology. Both girls
tion at the games through preci- are planning on returning to
sion, organization, neat appear- Connecticut to pursue a teaching
ance, friendliness, and "unified career.
Nancy Conway '64 and
spontaneity." The squad was not
KaJhy Pease' 64 will inherit
concerned with performing gymthe megaphones of Laurie
nastic feats and putting on a perand Sue.
formance for the audience, but,
rather, the cheering squad wanted to elicit audience participation.
Doctor Lux helped the girls to
achieve their goal of neat appearance by getting raincoats for the
squad for those rainy football
games. Ironically enough, the
good weather this past fall did
not allow the cheerleaders to don
their new rain gear. There will
probably be enough chance this
fall for the new raincoats to be
used, and the cheerleaders will
Our Experienced Trust
also be clothed in new uniforms.
Department will he glad
Looking back over the three
to work with you and
years of cheering, the two girls

A Gift To
Your College
Can Result In A
Larger Income
For Your Family

Peckmen

rently 2-3 with their Maine
Stale Series rivals and are
three and four overall to
date. Monday the Bobkittens
faced Bridgton Academy,
losing 8-7, and Tuesday faced
the Bowdoin yearlings.

(Continued from page five)
be traveling through Europe
playing benefit matches. All in
all, the team will improve over
the year and we can look forward to an experienced crew
that should go way over the .500
mark.

Max Gordon's

SMITTY'S
Barber Shop

Members American Gem Society
CASH - CHARGE - BUDGET

Norris - Hayden
Laundry

CHAR-BROILED STEAKS

Modern Cleaners

Hamburgers - Hoi Dogs
Hot Pasiromi - Corned Beef

JEWELER ' "

Campus Agents
BILL LERSCH
BILL DAVIS

73 Lisbon St.

Lewislon

NEW LOCATION
120 Center St.
On Route 4 - Auburn

HOURS
Monday - Tuesday - Thursday
8:30 - 5:45

Wednesday — 1:30 - 5:45
Friday — 8:30 - 8:45
Saturday — 7:30 - 5:45
Easy lo Find: One Block Up
Campus Are. from J.B., then right
down one block from Golder St.

your attorney on the financial and trust aspects
of the educational gift
you have in mind.
Many a businessman is
discovering these days —
to his pleasant surprise
— that a gift to his Alma
Mater can bring definite
future tax advantages to
his wife and family.

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company
The Bank That Is Busy
Building Maine
Main Office: Augusta. Maine

